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ABSTRACT 

Background/Objectives: Weather prediction plays a crucial part in agriculture. Predicting rainfall is one of the 

greatest analyses met by meteorological department due to unsustainable environmental conditions and several 

statistical analysis and machine learning methods is required to forecast rainfall  

Methods: In this model forecasting is obtained centered on the weather data sets to predict mean annual rainfall. 

The objective of this proposed system is to effectively analyze the forecast of rainfall by applying time series analysis 

and results will be assessed by associating a linear regression model with SVM which can be used for carrying out 

statistical analysis for prediction of yearly precipitation based on mean temperature and thereby agronomy can be 

promoted to greater extent.    

Findings: The Mean Squared Error, of the SVM was analyzed and compared with Linear Regression algorithm. It 

is predicted that SVM undergoes less errors in predicting rainfall than the Linear Regression Model.  

Application: To overcome the issues related with monsoon rainfall, that affects the agriculture and to bring out 

timely evaluation of seasonal rainfall thereby the predicted results can be used to plan for appropriate agriculture 

KEY WORDS: Weather Prediction, Machine learning, Time Series, Agriculture, Linear regression, Annual 

Rainfall, SVM. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Agriculture is the most essential for carrying out day to day life, since our country economic growth is based 

on the cultivation and production of crops in agriculture sectors thereby it increases the GDP of a country. Water 

resources are an essential thing in cultivating and yielding crops in mass rate. Farmers depend on rain for carrying 

out agriculture with various monsoons existing .sometimes rainfall fails to encounter the necessity of water during 

sowing and planting and in most of the situations it disturbs the harvesting stages of the crops and farmers will face 

lots of challenges in agriculture sector (Chris Fraley, 2013).  

Major amount of yearly rainfall received by India is between the month of June and September through the 

southwest monsoon winds. Due to mass population and economy, it becomes most significant to exactly predict and 

illustrate the Indian summer monsoon rainfall (ISMR). In mandate to effectively carry out the prediction task, the 

mean Indian summer Monsoon Rainfall (based on 1941-1990) is 890 mm with a coefficient of variation of about 

10% is analyzed (Rajeevan, 2007).  

The long-range forecasts (LRF) is built by applying various statistical methods for evaluating southwest 

monsoon rainfall over India (ISMR) has been distributed by the India Meteorological Department (IMD) for 

additional than a decades. several statistical and dynamical models comprising the working prototypes of IMD 

unsuccessful to forecast the deficient period between the years 2002 and 2004 on the former occasions also for 

monsoon during 2009 (Ashok Kumar, 2012).  

General Framework for Weather Prediction: The recommended technique is designed for predicting rainfall from 

available parameters present in the Dataset which is retrieved from Indian Meteorological Department, and the 

forecasting is done by using Linear Regression Model and SVM, carry out time series analysis based on mean 

temperature .  

Data Layer: The data layer takes up the data from the meteorological department which contains the parameters 

relater to weather forecasting.  

It also contains a rule repository and a data repository. The data from the meteorological department is 

available in the data repository. The data is pre-processed and then feature selection is performed in demand to 

treasure the best pertinent features from the whole set of parameters in the dataset which would influence the 

prediction most (Sreesubha, 2016). 

Correlation Analysis is done on the data set for finding Mean Annual rainfall in order to find the degree of 

relationship between the parameters and consequently dimensional reduction is carried to filter out based on the 

previous results the most suitable parameters alone for further analysis (Sreesubha, 2016).  

Thus the dataset for mean rainfall series is cleaned and dimensionality reduction takes place to proceed to 

the next layer of Weather Prediction Framework  

Prediction Framework: In the prediction framework, the data is separated into trained data and test data set and 

they are given as input into Rule Engine which learns the patterns and models from the data. A prediction model is 

formulated and then using the prediction model, the test data labels are predicted and inferences are made.  
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The Rule Engine is based on LR (linear regression) Model and SVM concepts, for carrying out Time Series 

Analysis based on the Mean temperature. CSV data set is obtained from the Meteorological Department of India. 

The fig1 depicts the way in which the projected method will work. After doing the statistical analysis the results 

from the model is compared and based on root mean square (RMS) the accuracy cab be calculated, it is noted that 

SVM gives good results with less errors and this will be shared with meteorological department, from there through 

some apps the rainfall details will be send to the agriculturalists for carrying out effective decisions for better planning 

of agriculture and thereby increasing the productivity of crops based on seasonal rainfall. The fig.1, depicts the way 

in which the proposed system will work.  

 
Figure.1. General Framework - Architecture Diagram for Weather Prediction Model 

2. Materials and Methods 

Related work: Simple linear regression, one can predict scores by using first parameter from the scores on a second 

parameter. In simple linear regression, the estimate of Y (Annual) is plotted as a function of X (Year) form a straight 

line 

Simple Linear Regression Model: 

Make it simple:  The forecaster X (YEAR) is simple, i.e., one-dimensional (X = X1). 

 r(x) is assumed to be linear: 

 r(x) = β0 + β1x                         equation (1)  

Assume that the variance does not depend on x: 

Y = β0 + β1x+∈1E(
∈

x
) = 0, V (

∈

x
) = σ2equation (2) 

Consider the three parameters: 

β0 intercept (sometimes also called bias) 

β1 slope 

σ^2 variance 

Implementation Details of Linear Regression Algorithm: 

Step1: Simple Regression (lm) 

Step2: Sxyear:=0;SyAnnual:=0; 

Step3: for i=1,……, n do 

Step4: Sxyear:=Sxyear+xyeari 

SyAnnual:=SyAnnual+yAnnauli 

Step5: od 

Step6:  

Step7: a: =0, b: =0 

Step8: for (i=1 …n) do 

Step9: a: =a+(xyear- )(yAnnuali-yAnnual) 

Step10: b: =b+ (xyeari- ) 

Step11: od 

Step12: β1:=a/b 

Step13:β0:=yAnnual̂ -β1xyear̂ 
Step14: return (β0, β1) 
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Support Vector Machine: Support Vector Machine also called as support vector networks are categorized as  

supervised machine learning procedure which is used to forecast and do statistical analysis which supports both 

classification as well as  regression analysis algorithms. SVM are more reliable with large dataset. SVM maximizes 

the margin with a maximum margin separator with maximum distance from the sample provided based on class 

labels. It uses kernel trick which maps the data to a sophisticated measurement 

The decisions can be made in SVM model by using the following equation  

f(x)=w.x+b                                            equation (3) 

 w is considered as weight vector and x is the variable to be constructed in the hyper plane and the variable b 

is constant 

Procedure of SVM: 

Step1: Transform the given data in to relevant SVM format 

Step2: Perform scaling on the given data ǀǀ 

Step3: Calculate the kernel function by using the formula RBF kernel 𝐾(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑒−𝑦ǀǀ𝑥 − 𝑦ǀ2  

Step4: Do cross validation to find the best parameter C and ϒ 

Step5: Make use of the parameters C and ϒ for training the set provided 

Step6: Test the results 

 In this work the various Machine learning algorithms like stepwise Linear Regression is compared by Neural 

Network Algorithm for 11 years data. This model uses the 8 and 10 parameter PR models for giving the quantitative 

operational forecast of recurring rain over the country as a complete facts intended for the duration of the time 2003 

to 2006 (Ashok Kumar, 2012). In this system the model is constructed based on multi-regime setting as a finite 

mixture of linear regressions (MLR) model, with a ridge regression technique for each organization of operation. 

The attributes of the ideal are evaluated by means of the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm. The forecast 

method consists of identifying the management of operation and then applying the corresponding regression model. 

The MLR method is considered to increase the complete forecast accuracy associated to a single fixed regression 

model (SLR) (Vidyashankar Sivakumar, 2015). 

In this suggested work the weather is analyzed for Guntur region in Andhra Pradesh using SVM and data 

mining techniques. Machine learning algorithm used in this paper is considered as hybrid SVM technique. In this 

the data set of Guntur district is analyzed for forecasting weather by applying SVM along with K-means clustering 

by taking the data set information for about 102 years namely, and parameters based on monthly mean for every year 

average temperature (1901- 2002) (Rajini Kanth, 2014). 

This paper used a neural network approach for forecasting wind speed.  

The Performance of the wind speed prediction is assessed by paralleling neural network technique with an 

auto regressive model. By applying this technique, auto correlation coefficients remain to compute the result. Back 

propagation algorithm also used here for finding least-mean Square. By this the back propagation algorithm 

minimizes the mean square difference between the real network output and their desired output. Root mean square 

error (RMSE) is applied to test the data the results obtained by neural network model is better than the AR model 

(Mohammed Mohender, 1998). 

Proposed System: In this proposed system the time series analysis is done by comparing the procedures like Linear 

Regression Model and SVM.  

The algorithm aimed to forecast rainfall is linear regression technique and thereby compared with SVM 

which are the most elementary and generally used predictive analysis.  Regression assessments are used to define 

facts and to describe the connection among one dependent variable and one or more independent variables. 

The rainfall can be predicted by statistical analysis and the dataset will be in use from Meteorological 

department of India. R Statistical tool is used for comparing with other algorithms available for prediction.  

 The table.1, represented below shows the mean annual rainfall for India from the year 1901-2014. 

Table.1. Mean Annual Rainfall 

Year Mean Annual rainfall  

 Min Median Mean Max 

1901 23.56 - - - 

1958 - 24.14 - - 

1958 - - 24.24 - 

2014 - - - 25.29 

The subsequent R commands is used to calculate the mean Annual Rainfall for the period of 113 years.        

mean (ANNUAL) [1] 24.23649 

The standard deviation is given below for calculating Annual Rainfall 

sd (ANNUAL) [1] 0.3363757 

sd (ANNUAL)/mean (ANNUAL)*100[1] 1.38789  

The Fig.2, depicts the plot for Annual rainfall from the year 1901-2014 
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Figure.2. Histogram for Plotting Annual rainfall against Year 

The linear regression model:  The linear regression model is represented as  

lm (formula = ANNUAL ~ YEAR, data = mean rain fall) Coefficients: 

Table.2. Coefficients 

(Intercept) Year 

10.424067 0.007056 

The Support Vector Machine model is depicted as  

svm(ANNUAL) 

Call: 

svm.default(x = ANNUAL) 

Parameters: 

SVM-Type:  one-classification  

SVM-Kernel:  radial  

 gamma:  1  

 nu:  0.5  

Number of Support Vectors:  59 

It is noted that ,from the  above result initially it gives classification with 59 support vectors. 

The SVM model is constructed for predicting Annual Rainfall is given below 

Model<-svm (ANNUAL~YEAR, data=data model, method= C-classification, kernel= radial, cost=10, gamma =1) 

summary (model) 

Call: svm (formula = ANNUAL ~ YEAR, data = data model, method = C-classification, kernel = radial, cost = 10, 

gamma = 1) 

Parameters: 

SVM-Type:  eps-regression  

SVM-Kernel:  radial  

cost:  10  

gamma:  1  

epsilon:  0.1  

Number of Support Vectors:  99 

In this proposed system the time series analysis is done by comparing the algorithms such as Linear 

Regression Model and SVM. 

 In this proposed system the time series analysis is done by comparing the algorithms such as Linear 

Regression Model and SVM. In this proposed system the time series analysis is done by comparing the algorithms 

such as Linear Regression Model and SVM. The algorithm which is used to forecast rainfall is linear regression is 

compared with SVM which are the furthermost elementary and frequently used forecasting analysis.  Regression 

evaluations are used to define data and to describe the connection between one dependent variable and one or more 

independent variables.  

The rainfall can be predicted by statistical analysis and the dataset will be is referred from meteorological 

department of India. R Statistical tool is exercised for comparing with other algorithms available for prediction. 

R Tool: Tool In Recent years it is observed that to be a drastic change in the weather conditions, according to climate 

variations which is periodically getting updated using sensors and satellite information’s in meteorological 

department. Weather attributes change in every day rapidly due to natural disaster.  

The analysis of weather conditions is predicted based on monthly, weekly, and yearly data which is available 

meteorological department which is experimented with R statistical analysis tool and to forecast the weather and 

provide the information to the agronomists to plan for seasonal crop productivity to improve agriculture  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Data set Description: The Data set used in this work is referred from Open Government Data Platform (OGD) India 

for carrying out weather predictions to calculate the amount of yearly rain received by India for a certain period of 
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time by considering the Mean Temperature, thereby in order to obtain the accurate results the dataset is used with R 

statistical analysis tool.  

Further the results can be can be made available through proper technology or channels to the agriculturalists 

and using this valuable information they will be able to promote agricultural activities and plan for seasonal crop 

production in larger scale. By this India’s economic growth will be very higher. To perform data analysis and 

prediction, a lot of data mining classification methods were applied in the weather dataset and were implemented 

using R tool.  

In this study, it is related the pursuance of this classification algorithms with weather parameters. 

Time Series Analysis: Time series analysis method is applied aimed at analyzing the time series data in mandate to 

carryout significant statistics and additional features of the data. This is used by a model to forecast forthcoming 

occurrences based proceeding the past observed values.  

The Fig.3, gives the time series analysis for overall India from the year 2014-2020. It is noticed that there is 

a decline in rainfall rate in the year 2016 and 2018 and it is perceived that there will be moderate rainfall likely to 

shower in 2019. 

 
Figure.3. Annual Rainfall –Time Series Analysis 2014-2020 

The Mean rainfall time series analysis is depicted in the Fig.4, as below. 

 
Figure.4. Mean Annual Rainfall Time Series 

The above figure shows the predicted annual rainfall for the time period of 1901-2000 is constructed using 

Linear Regression method. 

 
Figure.5. Predicted Annual Rainfall - SVM Model 

Comparison of Linear Regression Model with SVM Model: This figure gives the comparison between linear 

regression and SVM classification, green color indicates linear regression and yellow color represents svm. 

 
Figure.6. Predicted Annual Rainfall - SVM Model with LM 
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Holt-Winters exponential smoothing: Holt-Winters exponential smoothing. The Forecast can be done by applying 

simple exponential smoothing using R, which gives us simple exponential smoothing predictive model which uses the 

“HoltWinters()” function in R. HoltWinters() smoothing, needs a set of parameters such as beta=FALSE and 

gamma=FALSE in the HoltWinters() function, as described below.  

>rainseriesforecasts 

Holt-Winters exponential smoothing without trend and without seasonal component. 

Call: 

HoltWinters (x = rainseries, beta = FALSE, gamma = FALSE) 

Smoothing parameters: 

alpha: 0.9994743 

beta : FALSE 

gamma: FALSE 

Coefficients: 

      [,1]  

a 24.73005 

The forecasts made by HoltWinters() will be contained in the element  called “fitted”, which is represented in 

the below figure. 

 
Figure.7. Rain series Forecast -Fitted 

The graph represents the forecasts as a red line and the forecasts represented in the figure is much smoother 

comparing to the time series focused on the original data. 

 
Figure.8. Holt-Winters Filtering 

As a measure of the accuracy of the forecasts, then the calculation of the sum of squared errors for the in-

sample forecast errors, that is, the forecast errors for the time period covered by our original time series. 

The sum-of squared- errors is stored in a named element of the list variable “rainseriesforecasts” called “SSE”.   

> rainseriesforecasts$SSE  

 [1] 3959544 

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The future system will provide accurate and valuable timely information about rainfall for all monsoons; 

thereby right crops can be cultivated and harvested without greater loss of investment by farmers thereby increasing 

the economic growth of a country and also assist the other activities related to agriculture in an more efficient way 

to tackle all kinds of natural disasters related with weather conditions available in India.  

Based on the comparison between the two machine learning algorithms it is observed that Support Vector 

Machine gives better time series analysis with least errors than Linear Regression Model . In future this model will 

give support to all kinds of applications and industries by predicting rainfall, this work can be extended to forecast 

the weather parameters for a large area at a time and also many numbers of sensors can be used to note the readings 

accurately which can be given to the agro meteorological department for carrying out agriculture in a more efficient 

way and improving the economic status of our country. 
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